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Abstract: When testing component-based or service-oriented applications we can-
not always rely on coverage criteria based on source code. Instead, we have to ex-
press our requirements for testing at the interface level. Specifying interfaces by
graph transformation rules, so-called visual contracts, we define model-based cov-
erage criteria exploiting the well-known relations of causal dependency and conflict
on transformation rules.
To this end we establish an observational semantics for graph transformation sys-
tems with rule signatures formalising a notion of test execution, and define depen-
dency graphs to provide a structure on which coverage can be analysed.
Keywords: graph transformation, services, visual contracts, observable behaviour,
test coverage, causal dependencies and conflicts
1 Introduction
A user’s view of a web service is through provided interfaces, which abstract from implementa-
tion details and prevent us from using traditional testing methods based on source code [CP06].
Testing of web services carries an additional overhead if it involves invoking external services,
possibly remotely, causing delays, network traffic and cost [PBE+07]. In order to ensure that
tests carried out have sufficiently exercised the system we normally rely on coverage criteria or
deploy fault-seeding to assess test sets. Coverage provides a metric for completeness with re-
spect to a given test requirement [PJ08]. Fault-based approaches seed random faults and attempt
to find them by means of the test suite to be assessed [Pfl01]. Testing web services, we cannot
rely on either approach because both require access to the source code.
We propose to replace code-based by model-based coverage criteria using semantic service de-
scriptions at the interface level. Specifying the provided operations by visual contracts, formally
typed attributed graph transformation rules, we analyse their potential conflicts and dependen-
cies [EEPT06]. We generate a dependency graph whose nodes represent rules while its edges
indicate potential conflicts or dependencies between them. They also carry labels showing the
nature of the relation, allowing us to record where data was defined, used, updated, or deleted.
Our coverage criteria will make use of this information. Apart from formalising the basic notions
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and defining the criteria and their satisfaction, in this paper we illustrate their relevance by an
example and discuss the limitations of the present approach.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 covers the relevant concepts of graph transfor-
mation while Section 3 introduces the observational semantics that form the theoretical basis for
dependency graphs and model-based coverage criteria. These are then defined in Section 4 and
Section 5, respectively. Section 6 is devoted to related work before we conclude the paper in
Section 7.
2 Typed Attributed Graph Transformation
This section provides the basic notions on typed attributed graph transformation, following the
algebraic approach [EEPT06]. A graph is a tuple (V,E,src, tgt) where V is a set of nodes (or
vertices), E is a set of edges and src, tgt : E → V associate, respectively, a source and target
node for each edge in E. Given graphs G1 and G2, a graph morphism is a pair ( fV , fE) of total
functions fV : V1→V2 and fE : E1→ E2 such that source and targets of edges are preserved.
An E-graph is a graph equipped with an additional set VD of data nodes (or values) and special
sets of edges EEA (edge attributes) and ENA (node attributes) connecting, respectively, edges in E
and nodes in V to values in VD. An attributed graph is a tuple (EG,D) where EG is an E-graph and
D is an algebra with signature Σ= (S,OP) such that
⊎
s∈S Ds =VD, the set of data values available
for attribution. A morphisms f : (EG,D)→ (EG′,D′) of attributed graphs is a pair of an E-graph
morphism fEG : EG→ EG′ and a compatible algebra homomorphism fD : D→ D′. Fixing as
type graph an attributed graph AT G (usually over a final Σ-algebra), we define the category
AGraphATG of AT G-typed attributed graphs [EEPT06]. Objects are pairs (G, t) of attributed
graphs G with typing homomorphisms t : G→ AT G. Morphisms f : G→H are attributed graph
morphisms compatible with the typing.
Let us denote by X = (Xs)s∈S a family of countable sets of variables, indexed by sorts s ∈ S,
and write x : s ∈ X for x ∈ Xs. An AT G-typed graph transformation rule (or production) over
X is a span L l←− K r−→ R where l,r are monomorphisms, the algebra component of L,K,R
is TΣ(X), the term algebra of Σ with variables in X , which the rule morphisms preserve, i.e.,
lD = rD = idTΣ(X). That means, variables are preserved across the rule. The class of all rules over
AT G with variables in X is denoted Rules(AT G,X).
A typed attributed graph transformation system (TAGTS) is a tuple (AT G,P,pi) where AT G is
an attributed type graph, P is a set of rule names and pi : P→ Rules(AT G,X) maps rule names
to AT G-typed graph transformation rules.
Example 1 (hotel service) We consider a service for managing hotel guests. A registered guest
can book a room subject to availability. There are no booking charges and the bill starts to ac-
cumulate once the room is occupied. Since credit card details are already with the hotel man-
agement, the bill is automatically deducted when the guest announces their intention to check
out. The guest can check out successfully only when the bill is paid. The type graph and rules
modelling this service are shown in Fig. 1 using AGG [AGG07] notation.
In Fig. 1, underlined attribute declarations represent key attributes used to identify nodes. For
example, int roomNo in node type RoomData is used to identify RoomData nodes. Key attribute
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values are required to be unique, not just within each graph but across the entire transformation
sequence.
Figure 1: Type graph and rules for the hotel service
The operational semantics of rules is defined by the double-pushout construction. Given an
AT G-typed graph G and graph production L l←− K r−→ R together with a match (an AT G-typed
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graph morphism) m : L→ G, a direct derivation G p,m=⇒H exists if and only if the diagram below
can be constructed, where both squares are pushouts in AGraphATG such that G, C, H share the
same algebra D and the algebra components l∗D,r
∗
D of morphisms l
∗,r∗ are identities on D. This
ensures that data elements are preserved across derivation sequences, which allows their use as
actual parameters with global namespace. We also write G
p,d
=⇒H for d = (m = dL,dK ,m∗ = dR)
if we want to refer to the entire DPO diagram. A derivation is a sequence G0
p1, m1
=⇒ G1 p2, m2=⇒
. . .
pn, mn



















In order to define a notion of observation on rule applications we provide rule names with for-
mal parameters to be instantiated by the mach and comatch. Intuitively, these rule signatures
provide the interface declaration of the system which is implemented by the rules. In order to
distinguish different outcomes of the same operation, we allow several rules to implement the
same signature.
Definition 1 (TAGTS with rule signatures) A typed attributed graph transformation system
with rule signatures is a tuple G = (AT G,P,X ,pi,σ) where
• AT G is an attributed type graph with set of node attributes ENA;
• P is a countable set of rule names,
• X is an S-indexed family (Xs)s∈S of sets of variables,
• pi : P−→P f in(Rules(AT G,X)) assigns each rule name a finite set of rules L l←−K r−→ R
over AT G,X ,
• σ : P→ ({ε,out}×X)∗ assigns to each rule name p ∈ P a list of formal input and output
parameters σ(p) = x¯ = (q1x1 : s1, . . . ,qnxn : sn) were qi ∈ {ε,out} and xi ∈Xsi for 1≤ i≤ n.
We write p’s rule signature p(x¯) and refer to the set of all rule signatures as signature of
G .
Note that we distinguish normal and output parameters, the latter being indicated by out in
front of the declaration. Normal parameters are both input and output, that is they are given in
advance of the application, restrict the matching and are still valid after the rule has been applied.
Output parameters are only assigned values during the matching.
Since L l←− K r−→ R is attributed over TΣ(X), rule parameters xi ∈ Xsi are from the set of
variables used in attribute expressions. Hence, actual parameters will not refer to nodes or edges,
but to attribute values in the graph. Since the algebra part of attributed graphs is preserved, actual
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parameters have a global name space across transformations. Using global satisfaction of key
constraints we can ensure that these attribute values are globally unique.
Example 2 (TAGTS with rule signatures) For the system in Fig. 1, the rule signatures shown
below are based on data sorts S = {int,boolean,string} with the usual operations. Output pa-
rameters are indicated by the prefix out in the declaration.
• bookRoom(n:string, out r:int)
• occupyRoom(r:int, n:string, out b:int)
• clearBill(b:int)
• checkout(r:int, n:string, b:int)
• updateBill(b:int)
• viewData(r:int)
We can associate several rules to the same signature to represent alternative actions inside the
same operation, chosen by different input values and the system’s internal state. In our example,
the hotel provides a 10% discount to its guests on every tenth visit. In order to describe this, two
rules are required: One is applicable if the current visit of a particular guest is the tenth one while
the second is applicable otherwise. We associate the same rule signature with both of these rules,
as shown in Fig. 1.
The purpose of signatures is to allow observations on transformations including information
about rules and their matches. Below we define the label alphabet, then the observations associ-
ated with direct derivations.
Definition 2 (labels) Given a rule p : L← K→ R with signature p(q1x1 : s1, . . . ,qnxn : sn) and
a Σ-algebra D, we denote by p(D) the set of all rule labels p(a1, . . . ,an) with ai ∈ Dsi . The label
alphabet LG ,D for a system G is defined as the union over all rule labels
⋃
p∈P p(D). If D and/or
G are understood from the context, we write LG or just L.
The (usually infinite) alphabet of labels L consists of all possible instances of rule signatures,
replacing their formal parameters by values from the algebra D. Labels in L may be interpreted
as observations of direct derivations, where the instantiation is given by the algebra component
of the matches. Let L∗ denote the Kleene closure over the label alphabet, providing the set of
all finite sequences of labels. The following definition describes the observational semantics of
TAGTS via sequences of labels produced by its derivations.
Definition 3 (observations from derivations) Let G p,m=⇒ H be a direct derivation of a TAGTS
G with algebra component D. The observation function obs : Der(G )→ L∗G is defined on direct
derivations by obs(G
p, m
=⇒ H) = p(a1, . . . ,an) if p’s signature is p(q1x1 : s1, . . . ,qnxn : sn) with
ai = m(xi). The observation function freely extends to finite sequences of derivations, yielding
sequences of labels.
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Figure 2: Two example derivations
Referring to the system in Fig. 1, consider the sequences in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b). Rules
names are instantiated with parameter values to represent the corresponding observation se-
quence. The applications of viewData and clearBill are independent and can be swapped. The
graphs shown represent sample states of a hotel with only one room and one registered guest.
The following definition lifts weak dependencies and conflicts to the level of labels. The rela-
tions are essentially those of asymmetric event structures [BCM01]. The asymmetry arises from
the interplay of deletion and preservation, which is specific to rewriting approaches with explicit
read access to resources, such as graph transformation or contextual Petri nets.
Definition 4 (asymmetric dependencies and conflicts) Two labels l1 and l2 are in direct
(asymmetric) conflict, written l1 ↗ l2, iff there exist transformations t1 = (G p1,m1=⇒ H1) and
t2 = (G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2) such that li = obs(ti) and t2 disables t1, i.e., in the upper diagram in Fig. 3
there exist no k : L1→ D2 such that m1 = l∗2 ◦ k.
Two labels l1 and l2 are in (asymmetric) dependency, l1 ≺ l2, iff there exist transformations
t1 = (G0
p1,m1
=⇒ G1) and t2 = (G1 p2,m2=⇒ G2) such that li = obs(ti) and t2 requires t1, i.e., in the
lower diagram in Fig. 3 there exist no j : L2 → D1 such that m2 = r∗1 ◦ j. Labels l1 and l2 are
independent, l1 | l2, iff they are unrelated by↗ and ≺.
Example 3 (asymmetric conflicts and dependencies of G ) Using the rule signatures in Exam-

































































Figure 3: Asymmetric conflicts and dependencies
ple 2 we obtain labels by instantiating formal parameters by possible data values. As the set of all
labels is usually infinite due to infinite data types, in this example we limit ourselves to a small
subset sufficient to label the transformations in Fig. 2. For example, clearBill(bill no : int) is
instantiated by clearBill(1023), replacing the variable bill no : int by the value 1023.
Let us analyse more closely the weak conflicts and dependencies in the derivations of Fig. 2.
We have represented conflicts and dependencies between these labels in Table 1. For example
we find a dependency
bookRoom(1, Tim)≺ occupyRoom(1, Tim, 1023).
Notice the relation between the parameters for room number and client name, which determines
the overlap of the transformations denoted by these labels. Similarly, there exists a conflict
updateBill(1023)↗ checkout(1,Tim,1023),
i.e., updateBill reads the BillData object, changing the unpaid amount, while checkout deletes
the object.
First/Second bookRoom occupyRoom clearBill checkout updateBill viewData
(↓) / (→) (1,”Tim”) (1,”Tim”,1023) (1023) (1,”Tim”,1023) (1023) (1)
bookRoom(1,”Tim”) ↗ ≺ ≺ ≺
occupyRoom(1,”Tim”,1023) ↗≺ ≺ ≺ ≺ ≺
clearBill(1023) ↗≺ ↗≺ ↗≺ |
checkout(1,”Tim”,1023) ≺ ≺ ↗ ↗
updateBill(1023) ↗≺ ↗≺ ↗≺ |
viewData(1) | ↗ | |
Table 1: Conflicts↗ and dependencies ≺ between labels
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Figure 4: Critical pairs and dependencies
4 Dependency Graphs
In this section, we show how to extract a dependency graph for a system under test (SUT) from
the available interface specification based on visual contracts. A dependency graph (DG) pro-
vides us with a visual representation of conflicts and dependencies allowing us to study coverage
criteria at the interface level.
Definition 5 (dependency graph) A dependency graph DG = 〈G,OP,op, lab〉 is a structure
where
• G = 〈V,E,src, tar〉 is a graph.
• OP is a set of (names of) operations.
• op : V → OP maps vertices to operation names.
• lab : E → {c,u,r,d}×{≺,↗}×{c,u,r,d} is a labelling function distinguishing source
and target types create, update, read, delete and dependency types ≺,↗.
We use the visual contracts specifying the interface to extract a dependency graph, where
rules are represented by nodes labeled by operation names while edges represent dependencies
and conflicts between them. Edge labels tell us whether an edge represents a dependency (≺) or
a conflict (↗) and what roles are played by the source and target nodes.
Definition 6 (dependency graph of TAGTS with rule signatures) Given a TAGTS with rule
signatures G = (AT G,P,X ,pi,σ), its dependency graph DG(G ) = 〈G,OP,op, lab〉 with G =
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(V,E,src, tar) is defined by
• V = ⋃
p∈P
({p}×pi(p)) as the set of all rule spans tagged by their names. If s1 ∈ pi(p) we
write p1 : s1 ∈V .
• E ⊆V ×V such that:
– e = (p1 : s1, p2 : s2) ∈ E if there are steps G p1:s1,m1=⇒ H1 p2:s2,m2=⇒ H2 such that the second
step requires the first. The role labels are defined as follows.
1. If an element created by the first step is deleted or read by the second, lab(e) =
〈c,≺,d〉 or lab(e) = 〈c,≺,r〉, respectively. If both apply, label d takes prece-
dence over r.
2. If an attribute updated by the first step is updated or read by the second,
lab(e) = 〈u,≺,u〉 or lab(e) = 〈u,≺,r〉, respectively. If both apply, label u takes
precedence over r.
3. If an object created by the first step has an attribute updated by the second,
lab(e) = 〈c,≺,u〉
– e = (p1 : s1, p2 : s2) ∈ E if there are steps H1 p1:r1,m1⇐= G p2:r2,m2=⇒ H2 such that the second
disables the first. The role labels are defined as follows.
1. If an element deleted or read by the first step is also deleted by the second,
lab(e) = 〈d,↗,d〉 or lab(e) = 〈r,↗,d〉, respectively. If both apply, label d takes
precedence over r.
2. If an attribute updated or read by the first step is updated by the second,
lab(e) = 〈u,≺,u〉 or lab(e) = 〈r,≺,u〉, respectively. If both apply, label u takes
precedence over r.
3. If an object’s attribute is updated by the first step and deleted by the second,
lab(e) = 〈u,≺,d〉
• OP = P is the set of rule names.
• op : V → OP is defined by op(p : s) = p
Example 4 (dependency graph) Using the example in Fig. 1 we can draw a dependency graph
as shown in Fig. 5. Consider an edge between nodes bookRoom(. . .) and occupyRoom(. . .) where
the labeling is 〈c,≺,r〉. That means, an object created during the first operation bookRoom(. . .)
is read by the second operation occupyRoom(. . .) with ≺ representing the dependency rela-
tion. Similarly, consider an edge between clearBill(. . .) and checkout(. . .) where the labelling is
〈r,↗,d〉. It means, clearBill(. . .) reads an object which is deleted by checkout(. . .). An exami-
nation of the rules reveals that clearBill(. . .) operates on a BillData object which is deleted by
checkout(. . .).
5 Coverage Criteria
Dataflow graphs, in code-based approaches, are generated considering the control-flow of the
system with additional annotations on the nodes. These annotations are used to mark the places
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Fig. 5: dependency graph of TAGT S representing hotel web service
where data is defined and used in a program [PJ08], [CPRZ89], [TSP01]. The locations where a
variable is defined are annotated by de f , use is indicated by use, and deallocated by kill. Paths are
identified through the system such that they exercise particular coverage criteria. For example,
de f−use coverage requires to find test cases such that all edges in the dataflow graph from nodes
annotated with de f to nodes annotated with use are exercised at least once.
Our dependency graph carries information about dependencies between operations at the in-
terface level. We have annotated sources and targets of edges with c (create), r (read), u (update)
an d (delete), analogousy to de f , use and kill annotations for traditional versions of dataflow
graphs. Using these labels on edges rather than nodes, we can focus on the type of access that
gives rise to the particular dependency or conflict represented by the edge. The possibilities are
summarised in Table. 2.












Table 2: Label combinations indicating conflicts and dependencies
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Using the DG, we can devise different coverage criteria such as cr, cd, ud, etc. The ques-
tion is, which of these pairs to include into our criteria. If we demand all cr (create-read), cu
(create-update), cd (create-delete), and uu (update-update) edges in DG(G ), we exercise all de-
pendencies based on data being defined and used subsequently. If we add ud (update-delete) and
rd (read-delete), we also cover situations of asymmetric conflict. The case of dd (delete-delete)
represents an anomaly because we should not be able to observe a sequence where two steps
are in symmetric conflict. It might still be interesting to create a test case to check that it is
non-executable, but to guarantee the conflict we have to enforce a certain overlap of parameters,
requiring a more detailed version of the dependency graph.
In order to see if a set of test cases T provides the required coverage, we record all the nodes
and edges that T is exercising.
Definition 7 (sub-graph covered by test set) Given a TAGTS G = (AT G,P,X ,pi,σ) with de-
pendency graph DG(G ) = 〈G,OP,op, lab〉 and let T be a set of derivations in G . The graph
cov(DG,T ) = 〈GT ,OPT ,opT , labT 〉 is the subgraph of DG(G ) with GT = 〈VT ,ET ,src, tgt〉 such
that:
• v ∈VT iff for p = op(v) and a derivation s ∈ T there is a step in s labelled by p(a¯).
• e ∈ ET iff for op(src(e)) = p and op(tgt(e)) = q and a derivation s ∈ T there are steps in
s labelled p(a¯),q(b¯) in asymmetric conflict or dependency as specified by lab(e).
• OPT = OP |VT
• opT = op |VT
• labT = lab |ET
A coverage criterion C is defined by any subgraph of DG(G ). Test set T provides the coverage
required by C if C ⊆ cov(DG,T ).
Example 5 (coverage of test cases) Consider criterion cr+ cd and let T be the set of test cases







Table 3: Test cases providing node coverage
In the graph in Fig. 6, dotted red and the blue lines of the show the edges not covered by the
test cases in Table. 3, while the solid black rest of the graph is covered by T . This includes all
the nodes, but we need to add test cases in order to get the required coverage cr+cd. In order to
achieve this we add the test cases in Table 4 and analyse the resulting coverage.
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Table 4: Additional test cases to cover cr+ cd
The first two test cases in Table 4 are required to cover the cr edges between bookRoom(. . .)
and viewData(. . .) and between bookRoom(. . .) and checkout(. . .) and the inclusion of
occupyRoom(1,“J”,3) is required. The third and forth test cases are required to cover
the edges between checkout(. . .) and bookRoom(. . .) and between occupyRoom(. . .) and
clearBill(. . .) where the fifth test case exercises edges between updateBill(. . .), clearBill(. . .)
and checkout(. . .). Notice that the dotted red edge between viewData(. . .) and checkout(. . .) is
still not covered by any of the test cases, just as the edges shown in dotted green. We need
stronger criteria to include test cases covering these edges, too.
6 Related Work
For similar motivations as our own, several approaches have developed coverage criteria based
on control flow graphs and state machines. In [LCG08] they have been derived from semantic
service descriptions in RDF, [SP06] uses WSDL-S while [ROL+07] constructs a global flow
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graph from information for each party in a collaboration and defines conditions for regression
testing.
Approaches to test services based on dataflow include [BBMP08, SP06, HXX+08]. For testing
Web services compositions [BBMP08] uses BPEL specifications where dependencies between
calls are established by means of input and output relationship. Paths through such a graph are
extracted and criteria are defined to cover the combination of events in these test paths. In a later
approach, the BPEL process is visualised as a directed graph where nodes represent activities
and edges represent (control and data) flows. Annotations for de f and use are used at inputs and
outputs of service calls and coverage based is defined. BPEL is also considered in [HXX+08]
and a dependency analysis for variables acquired from WSDL is used to arrive at possible paths
through the process. Testing approaches for object-oriented systems are introduced in [CLN05,
BLL10].
We have made use of web service specifications by means of visual contracts for deriving
a dependency graph to define coverage. Dependencies and conflicts extracted by critical pair
analysis provide a simple representation of the system at the interface level, abstracting from
detailed control flow specifications.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we have explored the use of graph transformation systems specifying service inter-
faces for the derivation of model-based coverage criteria. While we were able to demonstrate the
potential usefulness of the approach, two areas are left to be explored.
• We would like to extend our dependency graphs with data flow information to describe
in more detail the conflicts and dependencies encountered. This will allow to define se-
quences of labels as forbidden traces, such that tests can not only check the existence of
required behaviours, but also the absence of forbidden ones.
• An approach to test coverage based on executable models may be naturally combined with
the use of these models as oracles, to define when a test case conforms to the specification.
This is conceptually simple, but requires the integration of a testing tool with a graph
transformation engine executing the specification.
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